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S u p e r g a m e 12345678 91 01 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 92 0
Treatment
     Long-Short 1 281247551 4 7 7 4 3 6 2 4 2 1 1 6
     Short-Long 61124263 4 7 71 4 5 5 7 4 2 1 81 2
Common Rounds 61124253 4 7 7 4 3 5 2 4 2 1 1 6
Supergame Block 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20
Session 2 0.551 0.551 0.571 0.565 0.633 0.519 0.593 0.655 0.783 0.694
Session 3 0.735 0.796 0.680 0.728 0.816 0.694 0.641 0.750 0.785 0.813
Session 5 0.857 0.800 0.657 0.667 0.614 0.633 0.750 0.739 0.743 0.721
Session 8 0.592 0.673 0.592 0.687 0.724 0.759 0.697 0.713 0.762 0.775
Average 0.684 0.705 0.625 0.662 0.697 0.651 0.670 0.714 0.768 0.751
Frequency Trustors Play Send Frequency Trustees Play Return
Supergame Block 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20
Session 4 0.837 0.918 0.918 0.952 0.857 0.878 0.911 0.888 0.907 0.905
Session 6 0.743 0.686 0.752 0.771 0.643 0.692 0.708 0.747 0.790 0.756
Session 7 0.657 0.657 0.819 0.800 0.686 0.783 0.783 0.919 0.917 0.771
Session 9 0.612 0.776 0.755 0.741 0.724 0.600 0.763 0.802 0.817 0.831
Average 0.712 0.759 0.811 0.816 0.728 0.738 0.791 0.839 0.858 0.816
Frequency Trustors Play Send Frequency Trustees Play Return
Supergame Block 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16-20
p-values* 0.3429 0.4429 0.0143 0.0143 0.2429 0.2429 0.0286 0.0286 0.0143 0.1714
Notes: * Wilcoxian-Mann_Whitney One-sided Exact Test, Ho: Long-short = Short-long, Ha: Long-short > Short-long
































Constant 88.79** 70.91** 
(35.43) (17.22)
Opponent Average Pay -0.63** -0.17* 
(11.51) (-1.96)
Adjusted R-squared 0.85 0.16
Notes: t-statistics in parentheses
  *estimates are statistically significant at the 10% level
  **estimates are statistically significant at the 1% level
Table 3: Trustee Average Pay RegressionsFigure 2: Proportion of Send and Return Actions by Round
Figure 1: The Trust Stage Game
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 Trustee: 120
 Trustor:  60
 Trustee:  60
KeepFigure 3: Proportion of Send Actions In Common Rounds By Supergame
Figure 4 Proportion of Return Actions In Common Rounds By Supergame
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Supergame:Figure 5: The Effect of Supergame Length on Round 1 Behavior
The Change in Trustor Actions










1 - 3 rounds 4 - 5 rounds 6 - 14 rounds
Length of Supergame S
% Send More Often
% Send Less Often
The Change in Trustee Actions










1 - 3 rounds 4 - 5 rounds 6 - 14 rounds
Length of Supergame S
% Return More Often
% Return Less OftenFigure 6: Proportion Send Actions By Supergame Block
Figure 7: Proportion Return Actions By Supergame Block

















































































DifferenceFigure 8: Average Trustee Pay as a Function of Average Opponent Pay
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